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      Soon it will be time for another airing of the animated television special It’s the Great Pumpkin 
Charlie Brown.  For fifty-one years, viewers have been delighted watching the Peanuts comic strip kids 
visit the great pumpkin patch awaiting the rise of the Great Pumpkin on Halloween, and as Linus 
believes, to watch him fly through the air with his bag of toys for all the children.   
 
     This past weekend, Rita and I felt like Lucy and Linus.  We spent time visiting the great pumpkin 
patch, but this one was for real ― the Nielsen Kids U-Pick Pumpkin Patch located at 838 33 Rd, Minden, 
Nebraska.   This thirty-plus acre pumpkin patch is mostly the brainchild of Anson Nielsen, a young 
Minden farmer.   Anson’s passion for horticulture and agriculture dates back to his youth growing up on 
the family farm.  I readily recall Anson joining our local garden club as a teenager in high school.  At the 
time, our club was comprised mostly of older gardeners, including yours truly.  We were all impressed 
when the club visited young Anson’s garden and witnessed his enthusiasm for growing assorted 
produce.  It is obvious that through the years his enthusiasm has grown.  With the help of his entire 

family, including four generations, this great 
pumpkin patch rivals Charlie Brown’s.   Here is 
what we experienced. 
 
     At no charge, a Nielsen family member 
welcomed us when we entered the pumpkin 
patch.   We were given a map of the patch, a 
description of the many varieties available (over 
100) and a price list (extremely reasonable) based 
mostly on the sizes of the pumpkins.  The entire 
pumpkin patch is divided into ten separate 
growing areas, and each area contains certain 
varieties of pumpkins and squash.  For example, 

area ten is planted with huge pumpkins.  I am guessing it would take two individuals or more to harvest 
and load just one specimen.  In another area grows only white pumpkins.  Another area is planted with 
mini-pumpkins.  My favorite area contained the knucklehead varieties.  These pumpkins are oddly 
shaped and usually textured with unusual coloring.  
 
     Three distinctive features of this great pumpkin 
patch impressed me.   
 
     One is that we were able to drive our vehicle to 
the exact patch that we wanted to pick.  Once there, 
we parked the car, hopped out and ventured 
through the patch in search of that perfect 
pumpkin.  Once found, we picked.  It reminded me 
of days gone by when my children were very young, 
and we would make a family outing to the local 
Christmas tree farm in search of the perfect tree.  
What great memories!   It was plain to see this 
pumpkin patch is definitely a family affair, not only 
for the owners, but also for the patrons.   While there, I noted fifty to seventy cars parked, and scurrying 



throughout the pumpkin patches were all ages of kids shouting things like, “Hey, Mom, over here.  I 
think I found the perfect pumpkin!”   
 
     Another unique feature of this pumpkin patch is paying for your selections through an honor system. 
After picking, we completed our own invoice based on the price list we were given.  Then, upon leaving, 
we dropped off our payment at the gate. 
 
     The third unique feature is what I call the amazing maze of maize.  Anson, a dealer in Precision 
Planting equipment, planted a cornfield maze to scale, shaped like the state of Nebraska.  With the aid 
of global positioning, he not only planted the corn but also placed a number of highways in the maze.  
Rita and I walked the maze entering near Chadron.  We strolled to the southern state line, re-entered at 

Franklin, then trekked up to GI,  
slipped over to Norfolk and hiked back 
to Chadron ―all in a matter of ten to 
fifteen minutes.   Amazing indeed! 
 
      Finally, before leaving that day, we 
made our way to the snack shack.  
There we were treated to free 
popcorn, free smoothies and free 
cotton candy.  While nibbling popcorn 
outside and sitting at one of the many  
tables and benches, we watched 
children joyfully playing an assortment 
of games.  Others happily rode the 
children’s pumpkin train that, by the 
way, was designed and built by 
Anson’s grandfather.   
 

     The Nielsen Kids U-Pick Pumpkin Patch is a pumpkin patch I encourage all ages to visit.  The patch 
remains open every day from 7 A.M. to 9 P.M. through Halloween.  Special cooking lessons with recipes 
using squash and pumpkins will be featured at the patch today, 
October 7, 2017.   Photos and other information about the patch 
can be downloaded on Facebook.   
 
     What fun it would be if Rita and I returned to the Nielsen kids’ 
pumpkin patch on Halloween dressed in costumes.  Like Linus and 
the rest of the Peanuts kids, we could wait there for the Great 
Pumpkin to rise and fly through the air with his bag of toys for all 
the children.  Perhaps this time, it might happen.   
 
 
 


